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Let R be a commutative ring and S/R an Ctale quadratic extension. Let 
Br(-) denote the Brauer group and zBr(-) its 2-torsion. Let Res: Br(R) + 
Br(S) denote the restriction homomorphism and cores: Br(S) + Br(R) the 
corestriction homomorphism. We have a complex 
ReS 
2WR) - zBr( S) Cores ?Br( R). (1) 
One could ask whether this sequence is exact. Indeed, if R and S are fields, 
and char R # 2, the exactness of the above sequence is proved in Cl, 
Corollary 4.6, p. 4731. Let A be an Azumaya S-algebra whose class [A] 
belongs to kernel (Cores: ,Br(S) + ,Br(R)). For [A] to belong to 
Res(,Br(R)), it is necessary and sufficient that there exists an Azumaya 
S-algebra B Brauer equivalent to A admitting involutions of first and 
second kinds which commute. Results of Saltman assert [lo] that there 
exist algebras Bi, i = 1, 2, Brauer equivalent to A which support involutions 
of the first and second kind, respectively. We construct (Section 4) a 
homomorphism h: ker(Cores: ,Br(S) + ,Br(R)) + Pic(RjCores Pit(S) 
whose kernel consists precisely of classes of Azumaya S-algebras which 
support commuting involutions of both kinds. Thus, h is a measure of the 
obstruction to the sequence (1) being exact. In particular, if Pit(R) = 
Cores Pit(S), (1) is exact. 
* Knus gratefully acknowledges the hospitality of the Tata Institute while this work was 
done. 
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In the process of constructing algebras with commuting involutions. we 
give alternate proofs of results of Saltman mentioned above which appear 
to be simpler. 
We also show by cohomological methods (Section 6) that the obstruc- 
tion to the exactness of (1) lies in Pic(R)/Cores Pit(S). This arises from the 
non-realisability of certain cycles in &tale cohomology as line bundles. Our 
first approach describes this obstruction in purely algebraic terms in an 
elementary way. Finally, we give an example of an ttale quadratic 
extension S/R for which (1) is not exact. 
1. THE TYPE OF AN INVOLUTION 
Let A be an Azumaya algebra over a commutative ring R. An involution 
of first kind on A is an anti-automorphism (r of A which is identity on R 
such that (T* = 1. Let S/R be an &ale quadratic extension and crO the 
canonical automorphism of S over R. Let B be an Azumaya S algebra. An 
involution of second kind on B is an anti-automorphism T of B with 
T* = identity and T/S = oO. 
Let A be an Azumaya R-algebra of rank n* with an involution cr of first 
kind. Let cp: R OR A 3 M,,(R) be a faithfully flat splitting of A such that 
cp o (10 0) 0 a-’ = (TV, where g,(x) = UX’U-l, u E GL,(R), and t denotes the 
transpose. We have U’ = 6~ with 6 E p*(R) = (6 E R 1 d2 = I }. We call 6 the 
type of the involution (T, on M,(R). 
LEMMA 1.1. The element 6 ~,,(a) obtained as above is independent of 
the splitting cp and hence, by descent, belongs to p2(R). 
ProoJ: Let cp, I,$: i? OR A 3i M,(R) be two splittings of A as above. We 
may assume that $ = Int(a) c cp for some aE GL,(I). If cp 0 (10 a) = ‘p-’ = 
gU and $o(l@a)~$-‘=o,, we have o,=Int(a)-‘zo,cInt(a) so that 
there exists j* E i? with u = Zava’. It follows that type (T, = type rrv. 
In view of this lemma, it makes sense to talk of the type 6 E p2( R) of the 
involution 6. If A, A’ are Azumaya algebras over R with involutions 6,~’ 
and types 6,6’, respectively, the type of d @ 6’ is b .6’. 
2. THE CORESTRICTION 
Let R, S, crO be as in Section 1. Let A be an S-module. We say that a 
cr,-semilinear automorphism 5: A + A such that 5’ = 1 is a Galois descent 
map over R (for the Galois group Gal(&‘R) = Z/22). The R-module 
A,= {-YEA 1 cQ)=x} 
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is called the descent of cr. The structure map SO A + A, s@ a N sa, 
restricts to an isomorphism i: S @ A, r A such that 5(i(s @ x)) = a&)x. If 
A is an Azumaya S-algebra, A,, is an Azumaya R-algebra (we refer to [7] 
for details about descent heory). 
For any S-module A, we denote by O,A the S-module A twisted through 
rrO. The map 5A:A@sc,,A+A&i, ,oA given by ~,(x@Y)=~@x is a 
descent map over R and we define the corestriction of A to be the descent 
of 5,: 
The next result is certainly well known for arbitrary Galois extensions 
(see [9, 121 for algebras over fields) but we prove it for completeness in the 
quadratic case. Let Br(R) be the Brauer group of R and Pit(R) the Picard 
group of R. 
LEMMA 2.1. (1) The corestriction induces homomorphisms Cores: 
Br(S) + Br( R), Pit(S) + Pic( R). 
(2) rf Res: Br(R) + Br(S), Pit(R) + Pit(S) are the homomorphisms 
induced by scalar extension, then Cores : Res is multiplication by 2. 
Proof. We prove the lemma for the Brauer group. 
(1) We have Cores(A 0 B) = Cores(A) @ Cores(B) so that the first 
claim will follow if we show that 
Cores(End,( I’) OS ho EndA U) = EndA VO, oo VI 
for any faithfully projective (i.e., finitely generated projective and faithful) 
S-module V. The canonical homomorphism 
8: Endd V OS rr,, EndA v) + EndA VOs bo V) 
given by O(f@ g)(x @ v) =f(x) @ g(y) is an isomorphism since V is 
finitely generated projective. Identifying both algebras through 8, we can 
write the descent map 5, (for A = End,(V)) as 5A($) = cY&c?~. This 
implies (1). 
(2) The claim will be proved by a cohomological argument. Missing 
details can be found in [7] or [8]. Let H*(R, G,) be the second Ctale 
cohomology group of Spec(R) with values in G,, the functor “units.” It is 
well known that Br( R) can be viewed as a subgroup of Hz( R, G,). For the 
proof of (2) we need an explicit embedding Br(R) + H’(R, G,). To con- 
struct such an embedding, we view H’(R, G,) as a Tech cohomology 
group, i.e., as a direct limit of Amitsur cohomology groups B2( T/R, G,), 
T/R faithfully flat ttale. Let A be an Azumaya R-algebra (assumed to be 
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of constant rank) and let 3: A @ T h -, M,,( T) be a faithfully flat etale split- 
ting of A such that the automorphism cp = (x @ 1) w( 1 @a)-’ of :I4J TO T) 
is inner, where w(s 0 a 0 t) = a 0 s 0 t. Let cp = Int(f), f~ GL,,( T@ T), and 
let fi E GL,( TO T@ T) be f tensored with the identity in ith position. Then 
u=f,f, f;' belongs to the centre of M,(T@ T@ T). since (p3(p, =cpZ, so 
that u E G,( T@ TO T). The element u is a 2-cocycle in Amitsur cohomology 
and its class [u] in H’(R, G,,) depends only on the Brauer class [A] of A. 
The embedding Br(R) + H’(R, G,) is given by [A] H [t4]. 
The norm map S + R1 s I-+ xa,(x), induces a group homomorphism 
I-?: H’(S, G,,) + H’(R, G,,,). 
Using the embedding Br(R) -+ H’(R, G,,) given above, it is not difficult to 
check that the diagram 
COPS Br(S) A WS) 
I I 
I I 
H’(S, G,) A H2(S G,) 
is commutative. Let now A be an Azumaya R-algebra. The S-algebra S@ A 
can be split by a faithfully flat Ctale S-algebra SO T, T faithfully flat over 
R. The corresponding 2-cocycle in Amitsur cohomology is of the form 
1 @t:, t’ E G,( T@ T@ T). The image by N of its cohomology class is the 
class of 10 a2. This shows (2). 
The proof of the corresponding result for Pit is similar, noting that 
Pit(R) z H’(R, G,). We observe that in this case 
Cores(S@I,) 5 Zt 
for any invertible R-module I,. 
3. INVOLUTIOM OF TRIVIAL ALGEBRAS 
Let P, Q be a faithfully projective R-modules with an isomorphism 
$1 End,Q 1 End, P of R-algebras. We denote by ti P the left End,Q- 
module structure on P obtained through $. Similarly ,-IQ is defined. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exist an invertible R-module Y and an isomorphism 
p:QC39 % Ilr P of End, Q-modules such that Ic/( ;O = p( L @ 1) p - ’ for i E 
End,Q. The invertible R-module 2’ is uniquely determined up to 
isomorphism and, if Y is fixed, p is uniquely determined up to a unit of R. 
ProoJ The claims follow by Morita theory: the R-module 9 = 
Horn nndRP( $-I Q, P) is invertible, with inverse dp-’ = HomEnd,J P, ti-~ Q), 
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and the evaluation map p: Q @ 9 + ,,, P is an isomorphism. The pair 
(9, p) satisfies $(n)=p(ll@ l)p-’ for iEEnd,JQ). If (2Z& p,,) is another 
such pair, p ~ ‘pO is an End.(Q)-isomorphism Q @ YO 3 Q @ 9, hence, by 
Morita theory, an R-isomorphism YO r Y. The last claim follows from the 
fact that automorphisms of invertible R-modules are units of R. 
For any R-module P, let P* = Hom,(P, R) be the R-dual of P. For any 
cp~Hom.(P, Q), we denote the transpose by cp’~Hom.(Q*, P*). If P is 
finitely generated projective over R, we identify P** with P through the 
canonical map x H x**, x**(f) =f(x), f E P*, XE P. Further, for any 
invertible R-module Y, we shall identify Y* 09 with R through the 
evaluation map f @ x w f (x). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let o be an involution of the first kind on End,P. There 
exist an invertible R-module .Y and an isomorphism q: P* @ Y 7 P such that 
a(j”) = q(l.‘@ l)q-’ for every 1. E End,P. Further, with the above identifica- 
tions, we have q’ @ 1 = vq with v E p*(R) being the type of o. The invertible 
R-module 3 is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by a and q is unique 
up to a unit of R, once Jo is fixed. 
Proof: The transpose t: End,P + End, P* is an anti-automorphism. 
Thus crc t-l: End, P* + End, P is an isomorphism of R-algebras. Let 
(5, q: P* @F + P) be chosen as in (3.1) for $ = o 0 t ~ ‘. We have o(d) = 
q(i.‘@ l)q-’ by definition of q. Taking the above identifications into 
account, we deduce (qt@ 1 jqpl E Centre(End,P) from a2 = 1. Thus 
(qt @ 1) = vq for some unit v of R. Transposing this equality and replacing 
q” by q implies V’ = 1. The fact that v is the type of the involution 0 is easy 
to check if P is free: If {e, , . . . . e,} is a basis of P, we take on P* the dual 
basis and identify P, P* with R”. Then Y is also free, say with generator 
UE M,(R), and q(x@u) = ux so that O= cu and Y is the type of cu. The 
general case follows by localisation. 
Let R, S, oO be as in Section 1. For any S-module P, we denote by P” 
the module ,,(p*) = Lop)*. Given an S-module homomorphism 
f:P+P’,f”:P’“-,P” is simply f t regarded as a map ‘lo P’* + Q. P*. If P 
is finitely generated projective, the map P + (P” ) ” , x w xv “, x ” ” (f) = 
gO( f(x)) is an isomorphism. Using this map, we identify P with P” “. Let 
M, N be S-modules and 9 be an invertible S-module. Any homomorphism 
M@, 9 --f N induces a homomorphism M@, 9@sS* -+ NOs 4*, hence 
a homomorphism M + NO, 4*, since 40s Y* 2 S. We shall use the 
same notation for the map MQ,9 --f N and the induced map 
M+NQ,4*. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let P be a faithfully projectke S-module and let T be an 
invohction of the second kind on End,P. There exist an invertible S-module 
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Y together \qith descent map 6: 9 + Y over R and an isomorphism 
h:P”‘@,Y-+P such that h”=h(l@o) and r(j.)=h(i.“@l)hh’ for 
i, E End,P. The pair (Y,6) is unique up to isomorphism and h is unique up 
to a unit qf S, once h is fixed. 
Proof: Let t: End,P -+ End,P” be the map induced by the transpose. 
Then r: tr’: End,P” + End,P is an isomorphism of S-algebras. Let 
Y=Hom EndSP v (P” , i. ,-, P) and h: P” 0 9 + P the evaluation map. By 
definition of h we have r(E.) = h(i.” 0 1 )h-‘. It follows from T' = 1 that 
Tensoring with the identity of L*, we get that h(h” ))I: PO L” + PO L* 
is End, P-linear, hence of the form 10 y, 7: L ” + L*. Taking the transpose 
and defining b =y”: g,L + L, we obtain h ” = h( 10 6). The homo- 
morphism b viewed as a map L + L is a,-semilinear. We check that d2 = 1. 
For this we can assume that L is free with generator u: P” % P. Then 
h(fOu)=u(f) and h”(f)=u”(f)@u” 
forfEP”. Let b(u)=su,~~S. It follows from h” =h(l@6) that U” =EU, 
so that M,,(E) = 1 and, as claimed, h2 = 1. The uniqueness follows as in the 
proof of (3.1). 
4. Two THEOREMS OF SALTMAN 
Let SIR be an etale quadratic extension. In this section, we prove the 
following results: 
(1) Every class in ,Br(S) has a representative which supports an 
involution of the first kind. 
(2) Every class in ker(Cores: Br(S) -+ Br(R)) has a representative 
which supports an involution of the second kind. 
These results are due to Saltman [lo]; our methods of proof are 
different from Saltman’s and will be used in the sequel. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be an Azumaya algebra whose class in Br(S) is 
2-torsion. Then there exists an algebra Brauer equivalent to A which admits 
an involution of the first kind. 
Proof Since [A] E ,Br(S), there exists a faithfully projective S-module 
P and an isomorphism 
cp: A OS A 1 End, P. 
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We regard P as a left A-module through the action uu = rp(a@ 1). v, 
a E A, v E P. Then cp induces an isomorphism 3: A + End, P defined by 
@(a) = cp( 1 @I a). We regard @ as an anti-isomorphism of AoP with End, P. 
Let E= End,(A@ P). Then B- AoP and we exhibit an involution of the 
first kind c on B as follows. The switch map S: A @I A + A 0 A, s(u 0 6) = 
b @a is inner, given by Int(e), where e is a unit of A @I A with e2 = 1 [7, 
Proposition 4.1, p. 1121. Let b(e) = II/ E End,P, so that $‘= 1. 
The map I,$ has the properties 
$J(a-x) = @J(a)(ll/(x)) 
W(x)) = c’(;.) Ii/(x) 
(1) 
for 1 E End, P, a E A, and x E P. Let P’*) = Hom,(P, A) be the A-dual of 
P. Identifying End,A with AoP through right multiplication, we write 
End,(AOP)= AOP p,*j 
The multiplication in End,(A@ P) is given by 
where for a E A, R, denotes the right multiplication in A and, for x E P, 
fEP(*‘, x . f E End,P is the map (x f )(z) = f(z)x. 
For f E PC*!, let $*(f ): P + A be defined by 
Ii/*(f)(x)=@-W(x)*f). 
Since 
and 
all/*(f )(ax)) = $(a,~) -f 
= @(a)(W)) .f by(l) 
= $(a) 3 (be) .f) 
@w*(f)(x)) = $(a)s all/*(f )(x)) 
= 4(a) 3 (J/(-x) .f )9 
we have $*(f)e P (*). The map JI* satisfies the identities 
$*(R, =f) = $*(f) i‘ +(a) 
$*(f 02.) = +,;,oIC/*(f) 
(2) 
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foraEA,fEP’*‘, and i. E End, P. Further we have 
IClc-K) ‘ICI*(f) = 9(m)) 
since 
4Q(vw). 4Q*m(?‘)) = ICI(ICI*mJ’) Ii/(x)) 
= @($*(f)(Y))(x) by(l) 
= (1(/(Y) .fKy) 
=f(x) KY) 
= Jl(w-(-~))(~))~ 
It follows that II/*‘= 1, since 
4($*Wx)) = Ii/(x). G*(f) 
=9(m)). 
Let now 6: B + B be defined by 
(3) 
u(; ;)=( F’O.) bW) rl/*(f) 9(a) ). 
Since I,$*= 1 and I,G*~= 1, gz is the identity. The fact that (r is an anti- 
automorphism follows from (l), (2), and (3). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let B be an Azumaya S-algebra whose class in Br(S) 
belongs to the kernel of Cores: Br(S) -+ Br(R). Then there exists an algebra 
A Brauer equivalent to B which admits an involution of the second kind. 
Proof: Since Cores B is trivial, there exist a faithfully projective 
R-module Q and an isomorphism 
cp: BQs o,, BzS@End.(Q) 
such that (ao@l)cp(a@b)(x)=cp(b@a)(o,@l)(x) for XES@Q and 
a, b E B. Let P = S @ Q. We regard P as a left B-module through the action 
ax = cp(a 0 l)(x). We have an isomorphism 4: ,Bz End,P given by 
$(a) = cp( 1 @a). We may view 4 as a a,-semilinear anti-automorphism of 
BoP with End,P. Let A = End,( B@ P), then A h Bop and we shall exhibit 
an involution r of the second kind on A. Let P(*) = Hom,(P, 8) and let bp 
be o,@ 1 on P=S@Q. We defined 6: P(*)+ P’*) as 
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XEP and f,P(*‘, where, as in the proof of (3.1), x .f is the map 
(X .f)(z) =f(z)?c. The identities 
GKf(-~)) = fJPCy) *w-) (1) 
GP(QX) = wJ)(~Pb)) (2) 
op(i(x)) = q-'(i). cTp(x) (3) 
cj?-‘(x.f)=a(f)~(Tp(X) (4) 
hold for i E End, P, f~ PC*), a E B, and x E P. We have 6’ = 1 since 
~*(f))(X)=~-‘(Op(X).~(f))=f(X) 
by (1). Writing the elements of A = End,( B 0 P) as matrices (7 f ) as in the 
proof of (3.1), we define the involution T as 
We have r2 = 1 since d2 = 1, t is a,-semilinear, since 4, op, and d are 
a,-semilinear, and the fact that r is an anti-automorphism follows from the 
identities (1) to (4). 
5. THE OBSTRUCTION HOMOMORPHISM 
Let S/R be an etale quadratic extension. Let H = ker(Cores: ,Br(S) -+ 
,Br(R)). We shall define a homomorphism h: H + Pic( R)jCores Pit(S) 
whose kernel is precisely the subgroup Res( 2 Br( R)). Let B be an Azumaya 
S-algebra with [B] E H. In view of (4.2), replacing B in its Brauer class, we 
assume that B admits an involution r of the second kind. To the pair (B, r) 
we associate an invertible R-module U(r) as follows. Let cp: BQ, B + 
End,P be an isomorphism of S-algebras, where P is a faithfully projective 
S-module. The involution cp - (r @ T) 2 cp ~ ’ on End,P is induced (cf. (3.3)) 
by a b-hermitian form h: P“@I + P, where Z is an invertible S-module 
equipped with a descent map 6 over R. We define U(r) to be IO, which is 
the descent of I under 6, and call Y(T) the ideal of z. If P is replaced 
by PO J, J an invertible S-module, it is easily seen that I,, is replaced 
by Z,,@ Cores J. It may also be verified that the class of Z,, in 
Pic( R)/Cores Pit(S) is independent of the choice of cp. We wish to define 
a homomorphism h: H + Pic( R)/Cores Pic( S) by setting h( [B] ) = [U( t )], 
where r is an involution of the second kind on some algebra equivalent to 
B. In order to check that this is indeed a well-defined homomorphism, we 
need the following 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let P be afaithjitlly projectice S-module and 7 an imolution 
of the second kind on End,P. Then U( r ) belongs to Cores Pic( S). 
Proof: Let h: P” 0 I-+ P be the hermitian form inducing r on End,P 
(cf. (3.3)) with a descent 6 on Z, giving rise to I, in Pit R. Under the 
canonical isomorphism End, P @ End, P % End,( P @ P), r @ r transports 
itself into the involution on End,(P@P) induced by the hermitian form 
h@h: P” @Z@P” @I- POP together with the descent 606 on Z@Z. 
Thus Y(r)~Z,OZ,=Cores(S@Z,). 
LEMMA 5.2. Let (A,, r,), (A*. r2) be Azumaya S-algebras with imolu- 
ttons T,, rz of the second kind such that [Ai] E 2 Br( S), i = 1,2. Then 
[5?(r, at,)] = [Ujr,)] . [Y(r2)] in Pic(R)/Cores Pit(S). 
Proof: Clear. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let r be an involution of the second kind on an Azumaya 
algebra A otler S. Let g be an automorphism of A and let I, be the invertible 
S-module {x E A 1 xg(a) = ax, Q x E A}. rf T. g is again an involution of A, 
then there exists a descent t’ on Zg induced by T. Thus I*= S@Zi, with 
Z~E Pit R, the descent corresponding to z’. In particular, if g= Int u, 
I, = Su PI and TM ~ ’ = EU ~ ’ with EU~(E) = 1, E E S’. The element Zg” in Pit R is 
precisely the class of E in H ‘(Gal(S/R), S’). 
ProoJ For xel,, we have r(.~) E Z, so that r gives rise to a o,-semi- 
linear automorphism of Z, with square identity. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let tl, r2 be inoolutions of the second kind on an Azumaya 
S-algebra A with [A]E*BT(S). Then [Y(r,)] = [2(z2)] in Pic(R)j 
Cores Pic( S). 
Proof: Let ~~ = T, 0 g, where g is an automorphism of A. Let 
cp: AOsAzEnd,Q be an isomorphism of S-algebras. If q~(~,@t,)~cp~’ 
on End,Q is given by the hermitian form h L : Q ” @ Z + Q with descent 6 1 
on Z, it is easy to verify that cp 2 (T~@T~)” cp-’ is induced by a hermitian 
form hz: Q” OZOZ,,, + Q with the descent map on Z@ Z,,, given by 
03Gh where rz, on I,@, is as defined in (4.3). We have a 
commutative diagram 
I -++ g@&- 1, Q 1, -- rl@rl i, c3 i, 
where c is the canonical isomorphism. It follows that the descent of I,@, 
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for r*, is Z’@Zz, where Z8 is the descent of Z, for r’,. Thus [u(t,)] = 
ca~l)l . cz$ = CY(~I)l. 
THEOREM 5.5. The map h: H + Pic(R)/Cores Pit(S) is a well-defined 
homomorphism. 
ProoJ In view of (5.2), once h is well-defined, it is a homomorphism. 
We therefore need only to check that h is well-defined. Let A be an 
Azumaya S-algebra with [A] E 2Br(S). Let (B,, T,), (B,, 7,) be algebras 
over S with involutions of the second kind which are Brauer equivalent 
to A. We prove that [Y(T,)] = [9’(t2)] in Pic(R),lCores Pit(S). Since 
B, -B,, there exists a faithfully projective S-module Q such that 
M,(B,) _Y (End,Q)@, B,. Tensoring both sides with End,B,, we obtain 
End,B,@M,(S)@B,3End,B,OEnd,Q@B,. (**) 
Let ~~ on M,(S) denote the canonical involution (x~)H (o,(x~))’ of the 
second kind. The algebra End,B, @ End,Q 7 ByP @ B, @ End,Q ‘v BTP 0 
M,(S) 0 B, has the involution ~~ z rz 0 r,@ t,. We also have the involu- 
tion ~~ @ r2 on End,B, z B;P@ B,. Comparing the ideals of the respective 
involutions on either side of (**), we have, by (5.4), 
By (4.1), [Y(z,)] = [Y(t,)] = [Y(r2@r2)] is trivial in Pit(R)/ 
Cores Pit(S) so that [P'(T,)] = [U(r,)], which proves the theorem. 
We conclude this section with the following lemma which we need later 
on: 
LEMMA 5.6. Let B be an Azumaya algebra ocer S such that [B] E ker h. 
Let T be an incolution of the second kind on B. Then, there exist a faith- 
fully projectice S-module P and an isomorphism cp: B@, B + End,P of 
S-algebras such that cp c (t @ 5) 3 cp -’ is induced by a ‘hermitian form 
h: P” + P with 3;” =g. 
Proof Let cp: B@, B + End,P be an isomorphism of S-algebras and 
let ~-':(TQT):(~ be induced by h,: P” QZ-+P together with a descent 
6: Z -+ Z such that h ,” = h, o (10 6). Since h[B] = ( 1 }, there exist a projec- 
tive S-module K of rank 1 and an isomorphism I]: II KOs ,,K such that 
the diagram 
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is commutative, where s is the switch map. which has cores K as its descent. 
Let A: (P@K-‘)’ -+ P@K-’ be the map induced by h, - (1 Oq))‘: 
P”@K@,,,K+P. We have zV =& and under cp:B@,B+End,(P@ 
K-l), r@~ transports into the involution on End.(P@ K- ‘) induced by 
the hermitian from A. 
6. THE IMAGE OF THE RESTRICTION MAP 
The aim of this section is to prove the following 
THEOREM 6.1. The image of Res: 2Br(R) -+ z Br(S) is precisely the sub- 
group H, = ker(h: H + Pic(R)/Cores Pit(S)), where H= ker(Cores: ,Br(S) 
+ z Br( R)). In particular if h is the trivial homomorphism, then, 
Res 
,Br(R) - 2Br(S)A ,Br(R) 
is exact. 
We first remark that Res( ,Br(R)) c H,. Let [A] E ,Br(R) with A an 
Azumaya algebra with an involution o of the first kind (cf. (3.1)). The 
isomorphism cp: (S@F!)@~ (SO A) = End,(S@ A) given by cp(.r@ y)(a) 
= x . a( 10 a)(y) transports (a0 @ a) @ (a,, @ 6) into the involution 
on End,(S@A) induced by p:(S@A)” +SOA with p-‘(x)(v)= 
Trace( y . (a0 @ O)(X)) satisfying p ” =p so that [S@A]EH,. To prove 
that H, c Res(,Br(R)), we begin with the following lemmata: 
LEMMA 6.2. Let [A] E H, . Then there exists B - A such that B admits 
involutions 0,) t 1 of the first and second kind, respectively, such that 
(~,o,)~=Int(a),a~B with T,a=a. 
Proof By (4.2), there exists B-A in Br(S) such that B admits an 
involution r of the second kind. Since [B] E H,, U(r) scores Pit(S), 
so that one may choose a faithfully projective S-module P and an 
isomorphism cp: BOB-EndsP such that qa(r@t)acp-’ is induced by a 
hermitian form h: P” r P with h” = h (cf. (3.3)). Regarding P as a left 
B-module through cp(B@ 1 ), we have an isomorphism @ BS End, P 
defined by @(a) = cp( 1 @a). Let P’ ” ’ be the module PC*) = Hom,(P, B) 
regarded as a left B-module through t. The isomorphism trace: 
Hom.(P, B) 3 Hom,(P, S) of right B-modules given by trace f = tr dsf, 
tr d: B + S denoting the reduced trace, yields an isomorphism tr: P’ ” ) z P”. 
The involution @ c T = $ ~ ’ on End,P is induced by the hermitian 
form L:P(“‘+P, where h=hatr (i.e., ~~r,~~~‘(f)=Kcf’“‘;~~‘, for 
f E End,P, f”’ denoting the transpose of .f; regarded as an element of 
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PC ” ‘). We may regard h as a a,-semilinear isomorphism PC* ’ 7 P satisfying 
h(f.a)=t(a)~(f) for a~l?,f~P(*). We note that h’” I=&, since h” =h. 
We define an involution CJ, on End,(BO P) as in Section 4, i.e., writing 
we have 
where II/, I,+* are defined as in Section 4. We define an involution r, of 
the second kind on End,(B@P) as follows. Let A:(B@P)‘“‘--+B@P 
be the map (R,, f) + (r(u), z(f)). Since g’ ” )= z, A’ ” )= A. We set r,(r) = 
6 ,: A ’ ” ’ 3 6 - ‘. More explicitly, 
where ?=@zzo+-~. It is easy to verify that T, is indeed an involution of 
the second kind on End.(B@ P). We have 
We show that h- ‘$&+b* 1s multiplication by a scalar 0 E S’. The diagram 
r@r r@? 
BQB ----L BOB 
commutes, s being the switch map. Transporting this diagram under cp, we 
have a commutative diagram 
End, P - Int’ End,P 
fpJIr@r)‘cp-’ a? (?@T) i ‘p-1 
End,P- rnt* End,P 
Since cp 5 (r 0 T) 3 cp - ’ is induced by the hermitian form h: P” s P, we have, 
for 1 E End, P, 
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so that /z$ “i. “II/ ” -‘/I ~’ = II/ ~ ‘hi “h ~ ‘Ic/ for all i E End,P. It follows that 
h ~ ‘$hl) ” is an element of the centre of End,P, hence is scalar multiplica- 
tion by some 19 ES’. Replacing h by & ‘= tr ‘, we have 
We have a commutative diagram 
P” ,’ p” 
tr-’ tr-’ 
IL' P'"' - p’ ” ) 
so that ~~‘-$~~=$*=e. From this, it follows that hC+*zh-L.z.$=6). 
Thus 
The fact that (~,a,)~ is an automorphism implies that O(?= 1. Further 
h,z$*gK-‘=@ with $‘= 1, I++*~= 1 implies that 02= 1 =02. Thus O=B= 
&‘ER and (r,a,)2=Int(: y ) with ri(i y)=(i y) and a,(: y)=e(i y). 
LEMMA 6.3. Let OE,u2(S). There exist involutions zO, oO on M2(S) of the 
second and first kind, respectively, such that 
(1) o,isoftypetl. 
(2) (roao)2 = Int(a,) with t,,a,, = a,. 
Proof. Let TV = .? and crO(x) = t:x’c- ’ with c = (i A). Then (~~0~)~ = 
Int(V’v-‘) and a, = B(otl)-’ satisfies (2). 
LEMMA 6.4. Let T, (r be involutions of the second and first kinds, respec- 
titlely, on B with (~a)‘= Int(a) and ra = a. Then there exist involutions ?, 6 
on M,(B), where n = 1 or 2, with (?a)’ = Int(ii) and ?(ci) = ii = C(Z). 
Proof: Suppose type cr = 1. Then we claim that a(a) = a. Let 1 be a 
faithfully flat extension of R such that s= I@, S is a splitting for (T, a) on 
B; i.e., S@B2:M,(S) d an T on M,(s) is given by XH UFU- i and c 
by XH VX’V-‘, for XE M,,,(S) and where 8= (1 @a,(~,)). Since type 
G= 1, V’= V. We have (To)‘= Int(UV-‘BV-‘) = Int(a) so that a= 
t3UP-‘c’V-’ for some 6ES’. We have a(a)=OV(L:V-*OV-l)t V’=a. 
Thus we may take m = 1, ? = T, 5 = 6. Suppose type cr = 8. Let (TV, ao) be 
involutions on M,(S) chosen as in (6.3) with type co = 8. Then ? = 
TOT,, d=o@a, on BOAI, satisfy (?~?)~=Int(a@a,) with ?(a@a,)= 
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ra@ ~,,a, = a@a, and type d = type (r. type cr,, = 1. By the earlier case, 
6(a~u,)=u@u,. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let T, a be involutions of the second and first kinds, respec- 
tively, on B such that (?a)‘= Int(u) with ru = a= au. Then there exist 
involutions ?, 5 on M,(B) which commute. 
ProoJ We define ?, d on M,(B) by 
Clearly 55 = f??. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 6.1. Let [A] E Hr. By (6.2) to 
(6.5), there exists an Azumaya S-algebra B with commuting involutions a, 
z, a of the first kind and r of the second kind and such that [B] = [A] in 
Br(S). Then 0 = aT is a Galois descent so that the class of B Y SOB, is in 
the image of the restriction map Res. 
7. THE OBSTRUCTION VIA COHOMOLOGY AND AN EXAMPLE 
Let S/R be an &tale quadratic extension. Suppose 2 is invertible in R. The 
Kummer exact sequence 
O-p2-G,~G,-0 (1) 
leads to a long exact sequence 
H’(R, G,) L H’(R, G,) + H*(R, pl)+ H*(R, G,+ H*(R, G,) 
of &ale cohomology groups. We have H ‘( R, G,) = Pit R and we have a 
short exact sequence 
O+PicR@Z/2Z+H2(R,~2)+2H2(R,G,)+0, (2) 
where z H*(R, G,) denotes the 2-torsion subgroup of H*(R, G,). By a 
result of Gabber [4, Chap. II, Theorem 1, p. 1631, *H*(R, G,) is canoni- 
cally isomorphic to ,Br(R). We therefore have the commutative diagram 
481/130/l-6 
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O- Pit R@&‘22- H’(R,pl)- ,Br(R) -0 
I 
I 
RCS 
I 
Re5 
O- PicS@Z/212- H2(S,p2)- ?Br(S) -0 (3) 
I 
Cores 
I 
COKS COPS 
I 
O- PicR@Z/22- H’(R,p2)- ,Br(R) -0 
Since Spec(S) +i Spec(R) is a finite morphism, H2(R,i,p2) = H’(S, p2) [2, 
p. 24, (3.6)]. One has a complex 
of sheaves for the etale topology [6, (1.12), p. 1683. Using Theorem 2.15 
of [6, p. 631, we can check that this is indeed an exact sequence. Hence 
one has an exact sequence in cohomology 
H*(R, p2+ H*(R, i,p,) -% H*(R, ~2). 
If we identify H’(R, i,~,) with H2(S, p2), the map i can be identified with 
Res: H*(R, p2) + H*(S, p2) and p can be identified with Cores: H*(S, p2) 
+ H*(R, p2). We therefore have an exact sequence 
Res 
H*(R ~2) - H’(S, p2) Cores H*(R, p?). 
A diagram chase of (3) yields an exact sequence 
h ?Br(R)* H- Pit R/Cores Pit(S), (4) 
where H = ker(Cores: 2 Br( S) + *Br( R)). Thus the obstruction to ( 1) being 
exact is precisely given by h. 
If char R = 2, we may replace Ctale topology by flat topology for which 
the Kummer sequence is exact. Further, Hz,(R, G,) = Hf,(R, G,), G, 
being smooth [6, Chap. 3, 3.9, p. 1141 so that one still gets the exact 
sequence (4). 
The homomorphism h measures the obstruction to lifting a line bundle 
over R, whose image in H*(R, p2) under the connecting homomorphism 
H’(R G,) + ’ H*(R, p2) is liftabl e under corestriction to H*(S, p2), to a 
line bundle over S under corestriction. It is not obvious that the obstruc- 
tion li is the same as the map h defined in Section 5. We hope to come back 
to this natural question elsewhere. 
We conclude this paper by giving an example to show that Res 2Br(R) 
is in general not equal to ker Cores. Let Xc pc be a general sextic and 
U = PC - X = Spec( R). Let 7~: Y + PC be a double covering branched along 
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X and V= Y-n-‘(X) = Spec(S). Then R + S is an ttale quadratic exten- 
sion. We have 
H,Z,(R, ~2) = Hfiq(Li, z/22) 
H,Z,(s3 P2) = H&( ‘3 z/2z). 
By the local Torelli theorem for K-3 surfaces (see [2, VIII, Theorem 
(7.3)]), Pic( Y) = Z is generated by ~r*(e,;( l)), since X is general. We have 
Pic( U) 2: Z/6b and Pic( I’) 2: Z/32 (see [6, p. 1333). We have the following 
exact sequences for the (singular) cohomology with H-coefftcients (here 
H’,(Pt) = H’(Pi, Pi -X, Z), etc.): 
H:(P;)+H2(P;)-+H2(U)+H;(P~)+H3(P;)=0 (5) 
H;-I(,,( Y) + H2( Y) -+ H2( V) + H;-I,,,( Y) + H3( Y) = 0. (6) 
We have Hi(P$)z H”(X, Z)zB by the Thorn isomorphism (see [ll, 
Chap. 6, Sect. 10, Lemma 153) and the map H~(P$)+H2(P~) in (5) 
maps the generator onto [X] = 6, identifying H’(Pi) with Z. We have 
Hi(Pi) 2: H’(X, Z) ‘v Zzo since A’ is a smooth plane curve of degree 6, 
and hence a compact Riemann surface of genus 10 (see [ 5, p. 2203). Thus, 
H’(U) 2 Zzo @ Z/62 from (5). Since Y is a K-3 surface, H2( Y, Z) z Z2’ [2, 
VIII, Proposition (3.2)]. Further, Ht-lcx,( Y) 1: H’(z-‘(X), Z) 5 Z and 
the map in (6), H$,,,,(X)+H’(Y), maps the generator to the class of 
rl(X). We also have H3- n ,&Y) 1: H’(n-‘(X),H) ‘v Z*O. It follows from 
(6) that H2( V) 2: Z41 0 Z/32. In our situation, H*( -, Z) 0 H/2H = 
H2( -, Zi2H) since Tor,( H3(-), Z/2Z) = 0. Thus, 
H’( I?, Z/22) z (ZjZZ)” 
H2( I’, H/2Z) 2: (h/2Z)4’ 
Pic( U) 0 Z/2h z h/2Z 
Pic( V) 0 H/2E = 0. 
Hence 2Br(U) = (Zj2Z)20, 2Br( I’) = (iZ/2Z)4’. Thus rank,,(,Br( V)) > 
2 rank,,( 2Br( U)) so that the sequence 
Res 2Br( U) - 2Br( V) Cores 2Br( U) 
cannot be exact. 
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